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 XII.-Malalas on the History of Antioch under Severus

 and Caracalla

 GLANVILLE DOWNEY

 THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

 Severus' punishment of Antioch for its support of Pescennius Niger

 included the transfer of the Olympic games of Antioch to Cilicia and their

 association with games held in commemoration of Severus' victory at

 Issus. Malalas says that the games were restored to Antioch by Diocle-

 tian, but this study points out evidence in Malalas himself that they were

 restored by Caracalla.

 The value of the sixth-century chronicle of Malalas as a

 source for the history of Antioch (as well as other fields of

 Roman history) was shown by C. 0. Muller's and R. F6rster's

 studies of the history and topography of the city, and has

 been even more firmly established by W. Weber and A. Schenk

 v. Stauffenberg, whose valuable researches have gone far to

 clear up the difficulties caused by the distortion of parts of

 his material, which, though often derived ultimately from

 authoritative sources, seems to have been sometimes mutilated

 and misinterpreted not only in its transmission to Malalas,

 but in its use by him.' The present study offers a contribu-

 tion in this direction in the examination of evidence the

 significance of which has thus far escaped notice.

 After his victory at Issus in 194, Septimius Severus punished

 Antioch for its support of Pescennius Niger by depriving it of

 its status of metropolis and making it a kome of Laodicea,

 which was given the ius Italicum and the title of metropolis.2

 1 Muller, Antiquitates Antiochenae (Gottingen, Dieterich, 1839); Ftirster,
 "Antiochia," Jahrb. Archiol. Inst. xii (1897), 103-149; Weber, "Studien zur

 Chronik des Malalas," Festgabe fir A. Deissmann (Ttibingen, Mohr, 1927),
 20-66; Stauffenberg, Die rom. Kaisergesch. bei Malalas (Stuttgart, Kohlhammer,

 1931); W. Ensslin, review of Stauffenberg, Phil. Woch. LIII (1933), 769-789;

 bibliography of Malalas in G. Moravcsik, A Magyar Tortenet Bizdnci Forrdsai
 (Budapest, Mag. Tort. Tarsulat, 1934), 70-72.

 2 Herodian 3.6.9; S.H.A. Severus 9.4; Ulpian Dig. 50.15.1.3; Paulus Dig.

 50.15.8.3; Waddington 1839 = I.G.R.R. iII 1012; cf. J. H. von Eckhel, Doct.
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 142 Glanville Downey [1937

 Antioch was, however, restored to favor during the reign of

 Severus, for in 201 Caracalla assumed the toga virilis and was

 made consul designatus there, and on 1 January 202 Severus

 and Caracalla entered upon the consulship in the city.3

 Severus also built baths at Antioch.4 In the biography of

 Caracalla in the Historia Augusta it is said that during the

 reign of Severus its old rights were restored to the city at the

 intervention of Caracalla.5 While this might represent an

 inference from Caracalla's assumption of the toga virilis and

 the consulship in the city, he was certainly favorably disposed

 toward Antioch after he became emperor, for he gave it the

 title of colony.6 He visited Antioch in 215 and is said to have

 Num. (Vienna, Volke, 1792-1828), iII 317-319; J. Marquardt, Rom. Staats-

 verwalt. (Leipzig, 1881-1885), J2 423-430; G. M. Harper, Jr., "Village Admin-

 istration in the Roman Province of Syria," Yale Class. Stud. i (1928), 115;

 E. Kornemann, "Coloniae," Pauly-Wissowa, iv 552, 581; W. Reusch, "Pescen-

 nius," ibid. xix 1098; J. Hasebroek, Untersuch. zur Gesch. des Kaisers Sept.

 Severus (Heidelberg, Winter, 1921), 64-68. Niger had given the people of

 Antioch various privileges, including new festivals. After the riots of 387,

 Theodosius punished Antioch by depriving it of its status of metropolis and

 making it subject to Laodicea (G. Rauschen, Jahrbiicher der christl. Kirche
 [Freiburg-i.-B., Herder, 18971, 263).

 3 S.H.A. Severus 16.8: Dein cum Antiochiam transisset, data virili toga filio
 maiori secum eum consulem designavit, et statim in Syria consulatum inierunt
 (see P. M. Meyer, "Papyrusbeitrige zur rom. Kaisergesch.," Klio vii [1907],
 133; Fluss, "Severus," Pauly-Wissowa, ii A, 1973; Stauffenberg, op. cit., 350).
 On the coinage of the mint of Antioch under Severus, see H. Mattingly and
 E. A. Sydenham, Rom. Imp. Coinage, Iv 1 (London, Spink, 1936), 56ff; cf.
 Brit. Mus. Cat., Galatia etc. (London, Brit. Mus., 1899), 193, and E. Babelon,
 Invent. de la coll. Waddington (Paris, Rollin, 1898), no. 7262.

 4 Malalas mentions the construction of the baths, but gives no date (294,17).
 Hieronymus Chron. an. Abr. 2216, dates their construction in the eighth year
 of Severus (A.D. 200/1; see Hasebroek, op. cit., 117); see also the Chronographus
 an. 354 in Mommsen, Chron. Min. I 147,10.

 6 S.H.A. Caracalla 1.7: Antiochensibus et Byzantiis interventu suo iura
 vetusta restituit, quibus iratus fuit Severus, quod Nigrum iuverant (see Hase-
 broek, op. cit., p. 80, n. 2, and W. Reusch, "Der historische Wert der Cara-
 callavita," Klio, Beiheft xxIv [1931], 11). Stauffenberg (op. cit., 499) suggests
 that Severus took this method of granting pardon to Antioch because he did
 not wish to take the initiative himself.

 6 Paulus Dig. 50.15.8.5: Divus Antoninus Antiochenses colonos fecit salvis
 tributis. The emperor must be Caracalla, since the coins of Antioch begin to
 bear the title of colony in his reign: Th. Mommsen, Gesam. Schr. (Berlin, Weid-
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 Vol. lxviii] I Malalas on History of Antioch 143

 been enthusiastically received, and he also passed the winter

 of 215/6 in the city.7

 Of these events Malalas gives a curiously fragmentary

 account. In his description of Severus' reign he mentions

 Antioch only in recording the construction of the baths (p. 294,

 line 17, ed. Bonn). He does not make any reference to the

 punishment of the city, but he describes the favors bestowed

 upon Laodicea in detail (293,23). He likewise does not men-

 tion specifically the rehabilitation of Antioch in his accounts

 of the reigns of Severus and Caracalla: the description of the

 latter's reign is, indeed, reduced to the minimum.8 In quite

 another connection, however, Malalas has what seems cer-

 tainly to be a reference to the humiliation of the city, for he

 gives, in an allusion to the local Olympic games of Antioch in

 his account of Diocletian's reign, the following description

 of the construction of a stadium at Daphne, the suburb of

 Antioch (307,5): E'K-ruoE R_ Kal r6 o-ratov ro XETyO,uEvov bi Ac04p 3ta
 Vol '0XV,u7I-KolY Ka'L ro's Xovwo' &aywvutorIs, worE aitvc& TO S 0)vuKvs Ka ovs XOTVs -7Tas, wo-Tc- mn artl-va c-

 KorptyaLs Kat orE4avovio-0at Ev rw3 'Ap-yvp3 7roroTa/I(, aXXa aEra% rTO

 a4ywvhuo-ca-a 7ravlrtas 'v 'Av-LoxELda Tr /LEyaXp YETW1 va7 cdrov 7 rj

 XeyoPLE'Vp A a'oVu, Kal 't'va ,uy ro.oovroov &ornLa Movo a7rEpXwvTar Ev ry

 'Ap-yvp iro-ra,u 3v RKorp&tyats -ris KtXlKlas, KaO ol' 'OXV/7tLKoL KaAl ot

 'Av-LoxeEZS a&r6ovrEs Kara ra OX/u/rtca, KaO(S Kal 9fv Tn OdEla avcrov

 3a-rTtE 4, (KE"XEV0EV C9 A 'ov- aavOSl OVS f8>AH^ EV wZ aywvt 3tar4~~~~~~Et ~~~KEXEUOEV ~~~~~~~~v ~aci4p 3a4wvoi3oOat -ro1 % aywvt~~oyuvovs &v -r4 '$

 W2v 'OXv,U7r1wv. EKTlTE cr rc Vra3hp Aw tsEpOV 'OXv,iLov

 ALOS, Kal & Tv o4EV6EVf ToV avrovi oTa6Lov EKTUlEV lEpOV -rj NqixE't.

 By itself, this passage is quite unintelligible, for although

 he records a considerable amount of information concerning

 mann, 1905-1913), II 167; Eckhel, op. cit. iII 302; T. E. Mionnet, Descr. de

 midailles (Paris, Testu, 1805-1837), v 204 ff, Suppl. viii 145 ff; Brit. Mus.

 Cat. Galatia etc., 205 ff. The meaning of salvis tributis is not at all certain.

 7 Herodian 4.8.6, 4.9.8; Dio 77.20.1. Rohden, "Aurelius," Pauly-Wissowa,

 ii 2449; M. Rostovtzeff, Gesellschaft u. Wirtschaft in rom. Kaiserreich (Leipzig,
 Quelle, 1930), ii 119, 129.

 8 In six lines (295,11-16) Malalas records only the accession, the length of

 the reigrn, and Caracalla's personal appearance, and mentions that he was
 loved by the populace of Rome, that he favored the Green faction, and that
 he was murdered.
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 144 Glanville Downey [1937

 the Olympic games of Antioch, Malalas does not elsewhere

 mention a transfer of the ceremonies of crowning the victors

 to Cilicia. There are, however, coins of Septimius Severus

 from the mint of Tarsus with the legend 2EVtEvpaa 'OXv-t7rta
 'E7rtPEiKta and, in addition, ev Ko3pLyats and OpOlS KLXLKtV; 9

 coins of Caracalla from the same mint commemorate the

 'OXv -trta,I0 and coins of Gordian and Valerian have the legend
 2Evv7pEaa."1 The evidence of these coins, combined with the

 passage in Malalas, has led scholars to conclude that the

 Olympic games were partly or wholly transferred to Cilicia

 by Severus as a part of the degradation of the city.'2 The

 legends on the coins of Severus indicate that the games were

 held at Issus, on the site of his victory."3 A similar punish-

 9 W. Kubitschek, Num. Ztschr. xxvII (1895), 87-100; Brit. Mus. Cat.,

 Lycaonia etc. (London, Brit. Mus., 1900), xciii; Mionnet, Descr. II, p. 629,

 no. 449, and Suppl. VII, p. 264, no. 428; Eckhel, op. cit. iII 79; B. V. Head,

 Hist. Num.2 (Oxford, Clarendon, 1911), 733.

 15 Mionnet, Descr. iII, p. 635, no. 479; Suppl. VII, p. 272, no. 459.
 11 Gordian: Mionnet, Descr. iII, p. 649, no. 750, Suppi. VII, p. 283. nos. 514,

 516; Invent. Waddington, no. 4672. Valerian: Eckhel, op. cit. iII 78. See

 Hartmann, "Sebereia," Pauly-Wissowa, ii A, 963. The coins of Caracalla,

 Gordian and Valerian do not have Ev Ko6p&yats or opots KXL'KaW.

 12 Originally Muller (op. cit. 96) adopted the suggestion of the Abbe Belley

 (Mem. Acad. Inscr. xxx [1764], 265) that the people of Antioch voluntarily

 transferred the ceremonies of crowning the victors to Quadrigae in an effort

 to placate Severus. Later, in his review of his own work, in which he some-

 times modified his opinions, Muller dropped this suggestion, apparently feeling

 rather that the people were compelled to make the change (Kleine deutsche

 Schr. i (Breslau, Max, 1847], 121). This latter opinion, which is held also by
 Stauffenberg (op. cit., 350-351, 420-422), is the most probable explanation:
 in either case the reason for the arrangement is essentially the same. Whether

 the festival was completely removed to Quadrigae, or whether only the final
 ceremonies were transferred, is not clear: the only positive testimony is that of
 Malalas that it was the final ceremonies, but this is unreliable because of the
 confusion which the passage represents (see below). Stauffenberg does not

 undertake a decision (cf. 351); Muller follows Malalas.
 "1Kubitschek points out (op. cit. 93 ff) that there was probably a triumphal

 arch on the site, and suggests that the place at which the games were celebrated
 was accordingly named for the quadriga which would probably be placed on the
 arch. The ruins now known as the Pillar of Jonas, on the coast 11 km. north
 of Alexandretta, may be the remains of this arch: see the plan in R. Heberdey
 and A. Wilhelm, "Reisen in Kilikien," Denkschr. d. Wien. Akad. XLIV (1896),
 Abh. 6, p. 19, no. 48, and the photograph and map in P. Jacquot, Antioche,
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 Vol. lxviii] Malalas on History of Antioch 145

 ment had already been meted out to the pleasure-loving

 people of Antioch by Marcus Aurelius, who abolished their

 games and public assemblies as punishment for their support

 of Avidius Cassius.'4

 The information which Malalas appears to give concerning

 the punishment and rehabilitation of Antioch under Severus

 is thus not only fragmentary but scattered and, by itself,

 partly unintelligible. Stauffenberg, the only scholar who has

 investigated this part of Malalas' work in detail, concluded

 that the condition of the material can be explained only by

 supposing either that Malalas had, in different sources, com-

 plete information concerning the punishment of Antioch, but

 (as is often demonstrably the case in his work) failed to

 understand it, or that he or his source deliberately suppressed

 the description of the punishment: 15 such a suppression might

 centre de tourisme (Beyrouth, Impr. Cath., 1931), I 115, 148. Kubitschek's

 suggestion is strengthened by the discovery near the Pillar of Jonas of a block,
 apparently a part of the base of a statue, bearing a Greek inscription in honor
 of Severus (Heberdey and Wilhelm, loc. cit.; cf. Hasebroek, op. cit. 61-62).
 E. Honigmann suggests that the Pillar of Jonas may be the remains of the arch

 which Tacitus (Ann. 2.83) says was set up in the Amanus in memory of Ger-
 manicus after his death at Antioch (Ztschr. d. deutschen Paldstina-Vereins XLVI
 [1923], 188, and "Syria," Pauly-Wissowa, iv A 1627). The possibility of this
 identification does not affect Kubitschek's hypothesis, which of course does not
 depend upon the identification of the Pillar of Jonas. The "Silver River"
 mentioned by Malalas seems to be otherwise iinknnwn.

 14 S.H.A. Marc. Ant. 25.8-12: Ignovit et civitatibus, quae Cassio consen-
 serant, ignovit et Antiochensibus, qui multa in Marcum pro Cassio dixerant.
 quibus et spectacula et conventus publicos tulerat et omnium contionum genus,
 contra quos edictum gravissimum misit . . . denique noluit Antiochiam videre,
 cum Syriam peteret. nam nec Cyrrum voluit videre, ex qua erat Cassius . . .
 postea tamen Antiochiam vidit. See also S.H.A. Cassius 9.1. Malalas does
 not mention this in his account of Marcus' reign (281,20).

 15 Stauffenberg, op. cit. 349-351, 420-422. Byzantium was also punished
 by Severus, for the same reason as Antioch, being made a kome of Perinthos
 (Herodian 3.6.9). Malalas does not mention this, but he gives a long list of
 public buildings which Severus erected at Byzantium (291,15), presumably
 when he pardoned it (see Stauffenberg, 349-350, 498-500). Malalas's silence
 concerning the punishment of Byzantium may indicate that his information
 concerning the history of the city at this period came from a local source, such
 as might well suppress a reference to its degradation. The chronicler might
 have made the suppression himself, but this could reasonably be suggested only
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 146 Glanville Downey [1937

 well be made for patriotic reasons, and a description of the

 favors granted to Laodicea would not betray the humiliation

 of Antioch save to readers who had some other source of

 information.

 There is, however, other evidence in Malalas himself which

 may refer to the punishment and rehabilitation of the city, the

 significance of which has remained unrecognized; and an ex-

 amination of this material will both suggest a more satis-

 factory understanding of the processes of the rehabilitation,

 and indicate the way in which Malalas' account of these events

 came to have the disjointed and obscure form in which it

 appears.

 This evidence is found in the chronological statements made

 in Malalas' accounts of the reorganization of the Olympic

 festival of Antioch under Commodus and of its abolition

 by Justinus.'6 From the time of Augustus until that of

 Commodus, the festival was maintained by the income of

 an endowment bequeathed for the purpose by a senator of

 Antioch; but the local officials who administered the fund

 often postponed the celebrations and diverted the income into

 their own pockets (Malalas 224,22; 248,5). Finally, Malalas

 says, the people of the city petitioned Commodus to transfer

 the endowment to the public treasury: this was done, and

 Malalas describes in detail (284-290) how the festival was

 conducted at this period; apparently this reorganization also

 represents the resumption of the games after their suppression

 by Marcus Aurelius Malalas states that the first celebration

 of the festival after its reorganization was held in the reign

 of Commodus, in the year 260 of the era of the city, and he

 if it were supposed that he wrote this part of his work when he was living at
 Constantinople; and the evidence is that it was only the latter portion of his
 work (covering part of the reign of Justinian) which he wrote in Constantinople
 (see Wolf, op. cit.). It is still possible, of course, that the reference to the
 humiliation of Byzantium was excised by a later editor who lived at Constanti-
 nonle. for the work may well have undergone such revision (Wolf, op. cit.).

 16 For the history of the games, see Stauffenberg's chapter "Die antiocheni-
 schen Olympien," op. cit. 412-443.
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 Vol. lxviii] Malalas on History of Antioch 147

 enumerates the officials who had charge of this celebration,

 the Alytarch being a certain Afranius (286,5). A celebration

 under Commodus is confirmed by the Chronicon Paschale,

 which records an event connected with the festival under the

 year A.D. 181 17 (the compiler of the Chronicon probably used

 an unabridged text of Malalas, in which the date appeared,

 or used the same source independently); 18 and Malalas' con-

 ception of a reorganization under Commodus is attested by

 his statement that Commodus built a Xystos at Antioch for

 use in the games (283,7), and that a Plethron was built for

 the same purpose by Didius Julianus (286,9). Malalas' chro-

 nology appears, however, to be mistaken, for the year 260 of

 the era, in which he dates the "first celebration," in the reign

 of Commodus, is A.D. 211/2, which is in the reign of Caracalla.19

 Since the games were held in July and August,20 such a cele-
 bration would fall in A.D. 212.

 After this Malalas does not mention the festival until the

 passage concerned with Diocletian already quoted; and he

 17 See below, p. 148, n. 22.

 18 F. C. Conybeare, "The Relation of the Paschal Chronicle to Malalas,"
 Byz. Ztschr. XI (1902), 395-405.

 19 The year 260 must be reckoned by the era of the city, which was counted

 from 49 B.C., corresponding to the era of Caesar. This is the only era which

 Malalas uses in dating events in the history of Antioch, with one exception in

 which the chronology is garbled. He dates events by the era of the city in the

 following passages: 235,16; 243,10; 248,11; 275,3; 286,7; 296,8; 319,1; 369,5;

 393,7; 400,9. Other events in the city's history are dated by other methods

 (indictions, regnal years, etc.) but not by the era of the city or by any other

 era: 216,10; 338,15; 396,10; 417,5,9; 419,5; 425,10; 479,23. Events not con-

 nected with Antioch are sometimes dated by the era of the city: 227,1; 241,8;

 321,22; 333,5; 342,3; 367,8; 376,1, 14; 391,1; 401,24; 425,1. The exception

 occurs in the account of the earthquake said to have occurred at Antioch during

 the reign of "Antiochus ekgonos of Grypus," which is dated (207,17) in the

 eighth year of the king, 152 years after the foundation of the city, and 122

 years after its completion. No such king existed, and the reckoning 122 years

 after the completion of the city cannot, in the chronological position in which

 the account occurs, refer to any of the traditions concerning the growth and

 development of Antioch. This passage is discussed in my article "Seleucid

 Chronology in Malalas," which will be published in the American Journal of
 Archaeology XLII (1938), 106-120.

 20 G. R. Sievers, Das Leben des Libanius (Berlin, Weidmann, 1868), 207-208.
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 148 Glanville Downey [1937

 states, finally, that Justinus prohibited the games beginning

 with the 14th indiction, and that "there acted as Alytarchs,

 from Afranius until the 568th year [i.e. of the local era], when

 the Olympics were prohibited, 77 Alytarchs" (417,5). This

 chronology corresponds precisely with the statement that the

 games had been resumed in the year 260 of the local era. If

 they were forbidden beginning with the 14th indiction (A.D.

 520/1),21 and if Alytarchs held office until the year 568 of the

 era (A.D. 519/20), the games must have been held for the

 last time in the summer of A.D. 520. So if the games were

 held regularly every four years, as they were supposed to be,22

 21 This is the only 14th indiction in Justinus' reign.

 22 All save two of the celebrations which can be dated occur in Julian leap

 years. Libanius records celebrations in A.D. 328, 332, 336, 364, 384 (Sievers,
 loc. cit.), 356, 388 (O. Seeck, Die Briefe des Libanius [Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1906],

 76, 197-198), and 360 (R. Fdrster's introduction to Orat. 11, vol. I, p. 412 of

 his Teubner edition). A celebration mentioned by Palladius (Dial. de vita

 S. Ioann. Chrysos. 96, ed. P. R. Coleman-Norton [Cambridge Univ. Press,

 1928]) is dated in 404 by its occurrence at the time of the death of Flavian,

 bishop of Antioch. A celebration which is probably to be dated in 304 is known

 from the Acta Sanctorum, Octobr., tom. v 583: on the date see A. Harnack,

 Gesch. d. altchr. Lit., Pt. II: Die Chronologie II (Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1904), p. 479,

 n. 5, and E. Beurlier, "Le Koinon de Syrie," Rev. Num., Ser. 3, XII (1894),

 298-300. The celebration in Julian leap years presumably goes back to the

 reorganization of the festival under Claudius, dated by Malalas (248,12) in the

 year 92 of the era of Antioch = A.D. 43/4. In one case the evidence may be

 confused. Malalas relates that in the third consulship of Anastasius (A.D.

 507) a certain charioteer went from Constantinople to Antioch; and when,

 "after a little while" (396,4), the Olympic games were celebrated at Daphne.

 his faction pillaged the synagogue there. This event is dated (396,10) on

 9 July in the 15th indiction (A.D. 506/7). It is quite possible that the riot

 which resulted in the destruction of the synagogue was wrongly brought into

 relation with the Olympic games by Malalas, and that the two events were not

 actually connected. The other unusual date occurs in connection with the

 reorganization of the festival under Commodus. After describing the reorgani-

 zation, and the manner in which the games were celebrated (284,1-289,7),
 Malalas says, in a distinctly separated passage (289,13-290,2), that Artabanes,

 who had presided at the first celebration under Commodus (285,17), established

 a foundation for the distribution of bread to the people at Daphne, and that

 he did this after the completion of the ceremonies of crowning the Olympic

 victors at Daphne. This foundation is also described in the Chronicon Paschale

 (p. 490,8 ed. Bonn), which dates the event in A.D. 181 (see Beurlier, op. cit.,

 297-298). If this means that the Olympic games were celebrated in A.D. 181
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 Vol. lxviii] Malalas on History of Antioch 149

 and if Alytarchs were recorded regularly from the beginning

 of the reckoning which Malalas knew until the 568th year of

 the era, the number of Alytarchs given, 77, indicates a period

 of 308 years during which this reckoning was kept: and this

 places the beginning of the reckoning in A.D. 212 (568 Ant.

 - 308 = 260 Ant.; A.D. 520 - 308 = A.D. 212).

 It happens that scholars have discussed this chronological
 difficulty only in connection with the reorganization of the

 games by Commodus, and since there is other evidence that

 the festival was celebrated during his reign, Malalas' chro-

 nology, which places the "first celebration" in the reign of

 Caracalla, has been dismissed as an error. Muller 23 supposed

 that the statement that the games were "first celebrated" in

 the year 260 of the era, in the reign of Commodus, represents

 a computation made by Malalas, that is, that the chronicler,
 knowing that there had been 77 Alytarchs, multiplied 77 by 4

 and subtracted the result, 308, from 568, thus arriving at the

 conclusion that the "first celebration " took place in the year
 260 of the era. Muller explained the discrepancy between
 Malalas' date in the reign of Caracalla and the resumption
 of the games under Commodus by supposing that on five or
 six or seven occasions the games were not celebrated and no

 Alytarchs were elected, so that the number 77 would actually

 be that of the Alytarchs who served from the time of Com-
 modus until A.D. 520; Malalas would not, according to Muller,
 know of or allow for interruptions in the festival. Chilmead

 remarks only that the date 260 is an error; Beurlier supposes

 that the numeral is the error of a copyist; and Stauffenberg

 concludes simply that the date is a mistake of Malalas' source.24
 But there may be, in this chronology, an implied reference

 (and it is difficult to believe otherwise), it would seem likely that there was no
 time after Commodus's accession (17 March 180) to organize a celebration for
 180, so that the summer of 181 was the earliest time at which the games could
 be held.

 23 Antiq. Antioch., p. 92, n. 5.

 24 Chilmead, critical note on 286,7; Beurlier, loc. cit.; Stauffenberg, op. cit.
 417-422.
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 150 Glanville Downey [1937

 to a "first celebration" of the festival under Caracalla; and

 since the removal of the festival appears to have been a part

 of the degradation of the city by Severus, and since a "first

 celebration" of the games under Caracalla would represent

 a cancellation of this arrangement (on which occasion a new

 reckoning of Alytarchs would naturally be instituted), the

 chronology must be examined from this point of view.25

 This possibility at once directs attention to Malalas' state-

 ment that Diocletian built his stadium at Daphne so that

 the Olympic victors might be crowned there and should no

 longer have to go, for this ceremony, to Cilicia. Scholars

 have accepted this statement without appearing to feel the

 difficulty, if not the impossibility, of believing that if the

 games were suppressed by Severus, or transferred in part to

 Cilicia, this arrangement should have continued for a century,

 when the city had been received into favor again by Severus

 himself. Although the proud and pleasure-loving people of

 Antioch would, as the emperor evidently realized, feel the loss

 or curtailment of their Olympic festival very keenly, this

 would actually be far less humiliating than the degradation

 of the city to the status of a kome of Laodicea; and after the

 political rehabilitation of the city the continued banishment or

 curtailment of the games would have been almost ridiculous.26

 It is accordingly most difficult to accept the passage on

 25 The eicistence of a record of the number of Alytarchs, shown in Malalas'
 account of the abolition of the festival, implies that there was a list of these

 officials. Such a list would be kept chiefly as a record of the chronology of the

 festival (this is suggested especially by the reckoning "from Afranius"), and

 it would have no usefulness unless it were unbroken: if a celebration were

 omitted and no Alytarch held office, the vacant year would still be reckoned

 in the series. There is accordingly every reason to believe that the reckoning

 of 77 Alytarchs before the 568th year of the era indicates that this reckoning

 was begun in the year 260, i.e. under Caracalla. Libanius, writing in the last

 quarter of the fourth century, mentions written records of the names of the

 officials of the games (Orat. 53.4).

 26 If, as Muller originally believed, the people of Antioch themselves trans-

 ferred the ceremonies to Quadrigae in order to propitiate Severus, it is even

 more incredible (as Eckhel points out, op. cit. iII 79) that the arrangement

 should have been maintained after the death of Severus.
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 Diocletian, which is indeed quite unintelligible as it stands,

 because Malalas gives no explanation of the transfer of the

 final ceremonies to Cilicia. Moreover there is reason to believe

 that Diocletian did not build a new stadium, but only re-

 paired an existing one, for the existence of a stadium at

 Daphne is indicated by the games which Antiochus Epiphanes

 celebrated there; and at least parts of the Olympic festival

 had been held at Daphne, as well as at Antioch, in the time

 of Commodus (Malalas 286,8; 289,15). Thus, since Malalas

 consciously employed KTLr to mean indifferently "build" and

 "rebuild," 27 it is entirely possible (as Muller pointed out)

 that Diocletian in this instance only renovated the stadium.28

 Failure to make clear the nature of Diocletian's work would

 be only characteristic of Malalas' attitude and interests; and

 the reasons which he gives for the work would not necessarily

 be affected by the extent of the undertaking; it may, however,

 be suggestive of misinformation that Malalas does not make

 the nature of Diocletian's work clear. Malalas might have
 supposed that the emperor "built" the stadium on the occa-

 sion when (Malalas says) he participated in the games as

 Alytarch (310,7); and it is significant that the chronicler

 exhibits ignorance here in saying that Diocletian announced
 his abdication at the games. The reason which Malalas

 assigns for the "building" of the stadium could thus represent

 an explanation proposed by Malalas himself; and the state

 of the passage suggests that behind it there may lie some

 condition such as Stauffenberg suggests in connection with

 the information concerning the punishment of the city, either
 a misunderstanding of evdence for the punishment, or sup-

 pression of such evidence, either of which could have led the

 chronicler to attempt to account for Diocletian's work by an

 explanation which certainly may have had no real connection
 with this work.

 27 See my note in Class. Philol. xxxii (1937), p. 149, n. 23. On Malalas'
 interests and methods in recording building activities, see further my article
 "Imperial Building Records in Malalas," which will be published in Byz. Ztschr.
 xxxviii (1938).

 28 Mtiller, op. cit. 62, 96.
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 The confusion thus betrayed again draws attention to the

 possibility that it was Caracalla who restored the games at
 Antioch. In addition to the inherent likelihood that the

 Olympic festival would not remain in abeyance for long after
 the more important political punishment of the city was

 withdrawn, what is known of Caracalla's relations to Antioch

 makes it possible to believe that he might have restored the

 games. If he assumed the toga virilis and his first consulship
 at Antioch, he would have regarded the city with special
 favor, and such a feeling is of course shown by his giving it

 the title of colony. It is possible that Severus, though he had

 pardoned Antioch, and had granted its political restoration,
 did not wish to interfere with the games in Cilicia which were

 celebrated in honor of his victory, so that the restoration of
 the Olympic games remained for Caracalla. If Caracalla

 restored the games in 212, the date (a Julian leap year)
 suggests that he wished to grant this favor to Antioch as soon

 as possible after his accession (4 Febr. 211), for 212 is the first
 year in his reign in which the festival could, according to

 normal practice, be celebrated.29 The continued appearance

 of coins commemorating games of Severus until the time of
 Gordian and Valerian does not imply that the Olympic festiva

 could not have been restored to Antioch while these coins
 were still being issued, for the removal from Quadrigae of
 whatever part of the games represented the Olympic festival

 would not entail the termination of the games, and they would
 naturally continue to be known by their original title. The
 disappearance of bi KobpLtyats and opots KL)XLKwv from the coins

 of Caracalla, Gordian, and Valerian may indicate that Cara-
 calla removed the festival from the place in which it was orig-
 inally celebrated. Such a transfer might have been effected
 on an occasion when whatever portion of the games repre-
 sented the Olympic festival was restored to Antioch.

 29 It is not known when Caracalla made Antioch a colony; Reusch (op. cit.
 42) suggests that it was on the occasion of his visit in 215. For the celebration
 of the festival in Julian leap years see above, p. 148, n. 22.
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 Malalas' chronology is thus not necessarily an error or the

 result of a computation, but could represent confusion of the

 dates of two "first" celebrations, one representing the re-

 organization of the festival under Commodus, the other repre-

 senting its restoration by Caracalla. The appearance of the
 dating in the account of the celebration under Commodus

 would indicate that it represents misunderstanding of the

 significance of a celebration dated in the year 260 of the

 Antiochene era.

 The supposition of such a confusion of two "first" cele-

 brations, which already seems sufficiently plausible, is rendered

 even more probable by the circumstance that it explains a

 difficulty which has not yet been accounted for satisfactorily.

 namely Malalas' description of the activities of Artabanes in

 the celebration under Commodus. Artabanes appears first

 in the enumeration of the officials of the festival who held

 office on that occasion: Artabanes, Syriarch (285,17); Afranius,

 Alytarch (286,12); Pompeianus, grammateus (287,8); and Cas-

 sius, amphithales (287,13). Then, after Malalas has completed

 his description of the festival and has followed it with a record

 of an earthquake at Nicomedia (289,8-12), he returns to

 Artabanes (289,13-290,3), saying that after the completion of

 the ceremonies of crowning the victors at Daphne, he estab-

 lished a foundation for the distribution of bread to the people,

 and that the people erected a statue in his honor at Daphne.30

 In this passage Artabanes is called Alytarch, not Syriarch, as

 in the earlier passage. The title given him in the second

 passage has been thought to be simply an error, and Stauffen-

 berg in his text corrects it to that of Syriarch.'1 This varia-
 tion in the title is, however, important evidence of a confusion

 of celebrations under Commodus and Caracalla. If the

 Alytarchs were reckoned from Afranius, he would, according

 30 On such foundations, see B. Laum, Stiftungen (Leipzig, Teubner, 1914),
 I 103-104, 113. In the account of Artabanes' foundation in the Chronicon
 Paschale (mentioned above) he has no title, but the compiler of the Chronicon
 would have no interest in such a matter.

 31 See also Chilmead ad loc.
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 to Malalas' chronology, have actually held office under Cara-

 calla, in the year 260 of the era (A.D. 212). If, in these

 circumstances, Afranius appeared as Alytarch in the account

 of the celebration under Commodus, he would either be added

 to the list of officials (if no Alytarch held office), or he would

 displace another Alytarch. The latter is precisely what seems

 to have happened. For if Artabanes appears twice under

 Commodus, as Syriarch in the passage in which he is asso-

 ciated with the Alytarch Afranius, but as Alytarch when he

 appears alone, in a passage specifically separated from the

 account of the festival itself, then it seems plain that the

 introduction of Afranius as Alytarch caused the change of

 Artabanes' title to Syriarch in the first passage, his real title

 of Alytarch remaining unchanged in the second.32

 All this suggests what seems the most probable explanation

 of the condition of Malalas' material, namely that his source

 (or sources) suppressed a certain amount of information con-

 cerning the punishment of the city, but still mentioned matters

 connected with this punishment which, it was apparently

 thought, might safely be retained. If, for example, Malalas

 32 It is not possible to determine whether any of the remainder of the account
 of the celebration under Commodus contains details which belong to a cele-
 bration under Caracalla. Possibly Pompeianus, said to have been grammateus
 under Commodus, is to be identified with the Pompeianus who was consul in
 209 (P.I.R. II2, p. 234, no. 971; ibid. in', p. 63, no. 437); this consul, or a member
 of his family, might have lived at Antioch, for the consul may have been a son
 of Ti. Claudius Pompeianus, consul for the second time in 173, who was from
 Antioch (P.I.R. II2, p. 234, no. 973). Thus the Pompeianus whom Malalas
 mentions might actually have been grammateus under Caracalla; it is possible,
 however, that the consul of 209 acted as grammateus under Commodus, or
 possibly it was Ti. Claudius Pompeianus who was grammateus. There is no
 evidence by which the dates of Artabanes, Afranius, or Cassius can be tested.
 If the above explanation of the account of the celebration under Commodus
 is correct, it might result, from this evidence at least, that there was no Syriarch
 connected with the games in the time of Commodus, it being much easier for
 Artabanes to be called Syriarch of the games (anachronistically) if there were
 none at this time, than it would be if there were actually a Syriarch of the
 celebration under Commodus, who would, by the transformation of Artabanes,
 have to be ousted completely from the record. This would have an important
 bearing on the possible identity of the Olympic games of Antioch at this period
 with the games of the Koinon of Syria (see Stauffenberg, op. cit. 422-432).
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 had a record of the promotion of Laodicea but not of the

 concomitant degradation of Antioch, and if he had notices of

 the transfer of the final ceremonies of the Olympics to Cilicia

 and their subsequent return to Antioch, coupled with a refer-

 ence to the "first celebration" of the festival in the year 260

 of the era, but had at the same time no indication why the

 ceremonies were removed and then returned, and nothing to

 show why a celebration in the year 260 was the "first," it is

 quite conceivable that he should have produced the account

 which he did.

 This interpretation is rendered particularly attractive by

 the way in which it both makes it possible to understand the

 hitherto unexplained passage on Diocletian and suggests a

 connection between the inadequacy of material or limitation

 of knowlecdge on the part of Malalas which this passage implies,

 and the similar conditions which would lie behind his state-

 ment that the Olympic games were reorganized and first

 celebrated in A.D. 212, in the reign of Commodus. When

 two such passages can be explained with relation to each

 other, and by reference to a condition in which Malalas'

 material may well have been, it seems impossible to suppose

 that the one represents a blind mistake or a rationalizing

 computation, and that it has no connection with the other.33

 In particular, the supposition that Malalas did not under-

 stand his material because it was incomplete seems preferable

 to the supposition that he himself suppressed the reference to

 the punishment of the city, for in that case one would have

 to suppose that he would allow the reference to Cilicia to

 stand in the passage on Diocletian, even though he knew its

 significance and realized that this might give a hint of the city's

 degradation; and though it might be argued that Malalas'

 carelessness permits one to suppose that he might have done

 this, it seems much more likely (especially in view of the

 33 Though Muller's explanation of the chronology suggests a procedure on

 the part of Malalas which would be quite possible, its value is destroyed by the

 circumstance that it represents the presupposition that the chronology is mis-

 taken, rather than an effort to see what it might mean if it were correct.
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 unintelligibility of the passage on Diocletian as it stands)

 that his failure to give any indication of the significance of

 the reference to Cilicia indicates that he was ignorant of the

 reason why the final ceremonies were held there. Moreover,

 it is impossible to find any reason why an effort on the part

 of Malalas to suppress the unpleasant evidence should have

 occasioned the deliberate or accidental combination of the

 dates of two "first" celebrations, while it is easy to see how

 misunderstanding could occasion such a confusion.34

 34 Stauffenberg does not undertake to decide among the alternative explana-

 tions of Malalas' information concerning the punishment of the city, namely

 that he was unable to coordinate information found in different sources, or

 that he deliberately suppressed the reference to the humiliation of the city,

 which his source the city chronicle would doubtless have recorded (op. cit.

 351), or that the reference to the humiliating transfer of the final ceremonies

 of the games to Cilicia was suppressed by Malalas or his source (op. cit. 421).

 The condition of the material makes it seem certain that a complete account

 of the punishment of Antioch has not been expunged from the text (e.g. by an

 editor); and even in this case the passage on Diocletian and the date given for
 the "first celebration" would still betray confusion and misunderstanding.
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